5 tips
gravel racing

1. Think Big
Not all cross bikes are good for
gravel. You want handlebars with
multiple hand positions and
room for bigger tires—32 millimeters is not enough. I’ve been
happy racing the Specialized
Crux (from $1,500; specialized
.com), which has a third bottle
mount under the down tube.

2. Roll Bigger
Choose the tire size that you
think you want, and then go
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a little bigger. The extra width
might be a bit slower overall,
but when you get tired you’ll
appreciate the added traction
and security. For training, I’ve
been running the 40-millimeter
Clément X’Plor MSO ($50;
clementcycling.com). On race
days, I’ll run a 38 millimeter.

3. Spin Smaller
I always go compact, with a
50x34 chainring up front and
an 11x28 cassette. That’s big
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enough to sprint full out and
keep up with the group at the
fastest moments, but still small
enough to stay fresh climbing,
even at events with big ascents
like Rebecca’s Private Idaho
(rebeccasprivateidaho.com).

4. Pack It On
I’ve been happy with Specialized’s SWAT (storage, water, air,
tools) solution ($150), a plastic
box that bolts onto a bottle
cage and carries a tool, tube,
inflator, and other essentials.
Revelate also makes a bunch of
useful packs, including the top-

tube-mounted Gas Tank ($55),
the Tangle frame bag ($70), and
a bar-mounted pocket for food
called the Mountain Feed Bag
($39; revelatedesigns.com).

5. Practice Eating
Figure out what works for you
before the race. For me, it’s Gu
Roctane ($30 for ten packets)
in my water bottles and Gu
Chomps ($12 for eight packets;
guenergy.com) for snacks. But
it’s personal. The year I set the
course record at the Kanza with
Rusty Folger, he downed a piece
of pizza at the final aid station.
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Dan Hughes, 44, four-time winner of Kansas’s Dirty Kanza 200,
on cycling in the rough AS TOLD TO AARON GULLEY

